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FUNCTORIAL CONSTRUCTION OF LE BARZ'S TRIANGLE SPACE
WITH APPLICATIONS
SEANKEEL
Abstract. We give a new functorial construction of the space of triangles introduced by Le Barz. This description is used to exhibit the space as a composition
of smooth blowups, to obtain a space of unordered triangles, and to study how
the space varies in a family.

Introduction
In [L] Le Barz introduces a smooth variety parameterizing triangles in a given
smooth variety. In this paper we give an alternative functorial description of
this space, based on a suggestion of Bill Fulton. Le Barz considers for a variety
V the space 77 which is the closure in

Hilbi(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x3 x Hilb3(K)
(throughout the introduction we will refer to the above product as HILB) of
the locus of triangles with three distinct points. These "honest triangles" are
parameterized by
V x V x V\A
which one embeds (as a locally closed subscheme) in HILB sending a triple
of distinct points a, b, c to the point of HILB given by the three length one
subschemes of V with ideal sheaves
ma,mb,

mc

the three length two subschemes of V with ideal sheaves
ma-mb,ma-mc,mb-

ma

and the length three subscheme with ideal sheaf
ma • mb • mc.

(Here Ma is the maximal ideal of a .) Le Barz considers 77(F) only for smooth
V but it will be useful for us to have it defined in general. He demonstrates
this space is smooth when V is and gives the following global description: Let
h , h , 73 C l^HILBx v
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be the ideal sheaves of the universal families of length one subschemes associated with the three factors of Hilbi(F). Let IX2, I23, 713 be the ideal sheaves
of the universal families of length 2 subschemes associated with the three factors

of Hilb2(F) and let Ix2%be the ideal sheaf of the universal family of length 3
subschemes associated with Hilb3(F).

Le Barz identifies 77 as the locus in

Hilbi(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x3 x Hilb3(F)
over which the universal ideals satisfy the relations

I i - Ij C Ijj C I i for i # j,
I i - Ijk C 7i23 C Ijk for i, j, k distinct.
He describes this locus in terms of local coordinates for HILB and uses his local
presentation to check that 77 is smooth.
In [F-C], Fulton remarks that Le Barz's calculations imply that 77 represents
the functor /î3 from schemes to sets, an S valued point of which is a collection
of ideals

7i, h, h, hi, 7i3, In, 7i23c tfsxv
defining flat families of lengths 1, 2 and 3 and satisfying the incidence relations:

I i - Ij C Iij C 7, for i¿j,
I i • Ijk C 7i23 C Ijk for i, j, k distinct.
In this paper we exploit this observation. We show by some simple general
remarks that the above functor is represented by a closed subscheme of HILB
which we call 773(F). By a series of functorial arguments we exhibit, in the case
that F is a smooth variety, H$(V) as a composition of blowups of "known"
smooth varieties along "known" smooth subvarieties. In particular we conclude
that 773(F) is a smooth variety and hence necessarily equal to 77(F), since the
"honest" locus naturally embeds as an open subset of 773(K).
The blowup description is as follows: Let V2 be the blowup of V x V along
the diagonal. Let F3 be the blowup of V2xv V2 along the diagonal. (V2 and
V¡ are the first and second iteration schemes of the map of F to a point, see
[Kll]). Let T denote the blow up of

P(Jv)xvP(JTv)
(here 3y is the tangent bundle of V) along the diagonal. There is a canonical
embedding of T in F3 and we show that 773(F) is the blowup of K3 along
T. This description was obtained by different methods in [Kl] for the case of
P2.
In the particular case of P" we compare 77(P") to the Schubert space of
triangles, S(P"), which can be described as the closure in
P(&) xG2 ?(%)

xGl P(&) xG2 G2(W) xGl G2(&) xG2 G2(20 xG2 G3(sym2(U)).

(Here G2 is the grassmannian of planes in P" and ^ is the universal rank
three bundle on G2) of the locus of "honest" triangles" (see [F-C]). The honest
triangles embed in this product by sending the triple a, b, c to the point of
the product given by the data (in the plane spanned by the triple): the three
points, the three, lines passing through two of the three points, and the net of
conies in the spanning plane which pass through all three points. In §3 we give
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a functorial description of S(P") and use it to realize this space as a blowup of
77(P") along a smooth subvariety, the locus of triangles in 77(P") which lie on
some line. The referee points out that Rossello has obtained similar results in
his thesis (see [R]).
The symmetric group S3 acts on 773(F). In §4 we show that the quotient
is smooth, when V is, and exhibit it as the blowup of Hilb3(F) along G2(3y)
(the grassmannian of two planes in the tangent bundle). The latter space embeds
in Hilb3(F) by sending a plane in the tangent space at a point to the corresponding amorphous length 3 subscheme (when V is two dimensional this is
the subscheme whose ideal sheaf is the square of the maximal ideal). This quotient is a natural parameterizing space for unordered triangles, the "right" space
for many enumerative applications. In addition it could be used to study the
cohomology (or Chow ring) of Hilb3(F).
In [F-C], for a plane curve W the space 77(£?) is studied in relation to the
problem of how many triangles are simultaneously inscribed in one plane curve
and circumscribed about a second (there 77(3?) is denoted V&). In particular
an expression for its class in the codimension three Chow group is given (in
case W has ordinary nodes and cusps; the case of general reduced plane curves
is considered in [K2]). The expression depends on the degree of the curve as
well as the local nature of the singularities. In particular if % is a flat family
of plane curves with % smooth for nonzero t and with Wo singular then the
family H(%) is not flat. We show in §5 that if 3 <->X x V is flat family
of reduced divisors in the smooth variety V then the triangle spaces H3(3>x)
(as x varies over X) form a flat family of codimension three Cohen Macaulay
subschemes of H(V). In particular our methods exhibit for a reduced divisor
D in V the triangle space 773(7)) as the zero scheme of a regular section of a
rank three vector bundle on 773(F). An interesting corollary of our methods is
that 773(7J>)
is equal to 77(D) when D is normal.
I wish to thank Bill Fulton for bringing Le Barz's space to my attention, and
for encouragement in general. I also wish to thank Steve Kleiman for a number
of helpful discussions, and for supplying me with a preprint to his paper [K12],
from which I drew considerable insight. In particular it was from Proposition

3.1 of that work that I got the idea of introducing the auxiliary functor h'3 (used
towards the end of §2) which considerably simplified my argument.
Remarks on notations, conventions and assumptions. All of the schemes considered are assumed to be equidimensional, noetherian, and defined over a fixed
algebraically closed field k (of arbitrary characteristic). Unless otherwise noted
for any scheme S when we indicate ideals

Ii,Iij,ImC(fsxv

with i',7 £ {1, 2, 3}

we implicitly assume that the corresponding subschemes are flat over S with 7,
defining a family of length one subschemes, 7,7 a family of length 2 subschemes

and 7i23 a family of length 3 subschemes.
Unless otherwise noted, by an embedding we mean a closed embedding, and
by a variety we mean an irreducible integral scheme.
On any grassmannian, % will indicate the universal subbundle. For any
variety X we will denote the universal length 3 family of subschemes of X on
Hi(X) by 7/123 (pulling back the universal family on Hilb3(X)).
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Given families defined by ideals
h , h C.h2 C cfsxv
the sheaf Ix/Ix2 is locally free of length one over S and hence its annihilator in
(fsxv defines a section of 5. Thus we may think of the sheaf as a line bundle
on S. If in addition Ix -I2 c Ix2 then this annihilator is necessarily 72. Similar
remarks apply to sheaves such as Ix2/Ix2j,.
We will make use, without remark, of the following elementary classification
of subschemes of length at most three in a smooth variety. Any subscheme
of length 2, supported at a point, is contained scheme theoretically in a curve,
smooth at the point, and hence as a subscheme of the curve is defined by the
square of the maximal ideal. Any subscheme of length 3 supported at a point is
contained in a surface smooth at the point. A length 3 subscheme of a smooth
surface (supported at a point) is either contained in a curve, smooth at the point,
in which case it is defined by the cube of the maximal ideal and the subscheme
is said to be curvilinear, or it is defined by the square of the maximal ideal of the
surface at the point. The reader will easily supply a proof of this classification,
or may (at somewhat greater effort) read of it in [B].
1. REPRESENTING THE FUNCTORS

In order to show that various functors described in the paper are represented
we will make use of the following lemma. Definitions and elementary properties

of Fitting ideals may be found in [La].

Lemma 1.1. Let F «->S x V be a flat family of subschemes of V of length
d and let G <-» S x V be any other (not necessarily flat or finite) family of
subschemes of V. Let If and IG be the ideal sheaves of F and G, and p
the projection of S x V to S and let W be the subscheme of S defined by the
Fitting ideal Fd_x(pir(cfsxv 1(1f + Ig))) ■ Then W is the unique subscheme of S

with the properties:

( 1) The subscheme
W xsF ^W

xV

W xsG^W

xV.

factors through the subscheme

(2) If X —>S is any morphism such that the subscheme

XxsF^,XxV
factors through the subscheme

X xsG^,X

x V

then X -> S factors through W.
Proof. Uniqueness is clear and so it is enough to prove that W has the required
properties. Let X -?-, S be any morphism. Let F' and G' be the pull backs
of F and G and let n and n' be defined by the cartesian diagram

F' -►

X

F
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F' factors through G' if and only if the surjection

<?f>^&xxv/(If>

+ Ig>)^0

is an isomorphism. This holds (since n' is finite) if and only if the surjection
<(tfF.) -, K(cfXxV/(IF,+IGI))

-, 0

is an isomorphism. But since n is finite this is the pull back
g*n*(cfF) - g*nt(cfXxV/(IF

+ IG)) -, 0

which by the universal property of the Fitting ideal is an isomorphism if and
only if g factors through W. D

Definition 1. The scheme W of the lemma is denoted \nc$(F, G) ; it is called
"inclusion scheme of F in G over S " or also "inclusion scheme of IG in IF
over S."
Fqr example the lemma shows that /z3 (defined in the Introduction and again
in §2) is represented by a subscheme 773 of

Hilbi(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x3 x Hilb3(F)
as follows: Each of the inclusion relations in the definition of A3 (for example
7i2 • • • 73 c 7i23) define (by the lemma) universal subschemes of

Hilb1(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x'3 x Hilb3(F).
773 is the scheme theoretic intersection of all of these subschemes. The lemma
also shows that if X is a subvariety of Y then 773(X) is the subscheme of
773(Y")defined by the condition that UX2-¡,the length 3 family over 773(F),
factor through

773(r)xA^773(r)x

Y.

Thus we have the inequality

773(Jir)= Incff3(r)(f/i23,773(y)xjr).
2. Blowup description

of 773(F)

Throughout this section V is assumed to be a smooth variety of dimension

n.
Definition 2. Let /z3 be the functor from schemes to sets an S valued point of
which consists of a collection of ideals
h, h, h, 7l2 , 723, 713, 7i23 C tfsxv

satisfying the incidence relations

I i • Ij c hj c I i for ¡Vj,
7, • Ijk C 7123c Ijk

for i, j ,k distinct.

Definition 3. Let h2 be the functor, an S valued of point of which consists of

ideals
h,h,h,

7l2, 723, 7i23 C (fSxy
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satisfying incidence relations

Ii-IjClijCl,
for i¿j,
I i • Ijk c 7i23c Ijk for i, j, k distinct i ^ 2.
Definition 4. Let /ii be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of

ideals
7i, 72, 73, 7i2, 723 ccfsxv

satisfying the incidence relations

I i - Ij C Iij c I, for i^7'.
Definition 5. Let Ao be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of

ideals
h,I2,hccfSxV
Of course ho is represented by V x V x V.
Definition 6. Let r be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of

ideals
h,h,hiCcfSxV
satisfying the incidence relations
7, • 72 C 7i2 C 7! n 72 .

Lemma 1.1 shows that these are represented by subschemes

773^ Hilb,(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x3 x Hilb3(K),
772«-»Hilb,(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x2 x Hilb3(K),
Hx ^Hilb,(F)x3
xHilb2(F)x2,
77o= Hilb,(F)x3,

R^Hilbx(V)x2

xHilb2(K).

We have obvious maps of functors /z3 -, h2 —>hx —>ho inducing morphism

of schemes 773—>H2 —»77i —►
77o.
We will show that R —>V x V realizes R as the blowup along the diagonal,
i.e. in the language of the introduction, 7? is isomorphic to V2. Since by
definition 77i is isomorphic to R xv R this will imply that 77] is isomorphic
to V2xvV2.

Definition 7. Let ex3 be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of
ideals Ix, I2, Ix2 c tf$xv satisfying the incidence relations
7, -72 C 712 C7i n72.

By Lemma 1.1, ex3 is represented by a subscheme £13 <-, Hx (our notation
is chosen to comply with that of Le Barz) and this embedding represents the
inclusion of functors ex3 <->77i defined by sending

I\, h, hi —*
h , h, h , hi, hi ■
This realizes En as the universal closed subscheme defined by the conditions
Ix = 73 and Ix2 = 723. Observe that the first condition follows from the second,
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since the second implies that the line bundles 72/723 and 72/7i2 are equal, and
their annihilators are 73 and Ix respectively. Under the isomorphism of 77!
with RxyR, En corresponds to the diagonal. We show that 772—>77j realizes
772 as the blowup of 77! along EXi, i.e. in the language of the introduction that
the map gives an isomorphism of 772 with V¡ .
Definition 8. Let t be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of ideals
7i, 7i2, 723, 7i23 C (fsxv

satisfying the incidence relations

72 C 7,23 C hj C h .
By Lemma 1.1, t is represented by a subscheme T of 772 and the embedding
T ^> H2 represents the inclusion of functors t «->h2 defined by

7i, 7i2, In , 7j23-, h , h , h , Ix2, In, hu ■
We will show that T is isomorphic to the blowup of P(^v) xv P(3y) along
the diagonal and that 773—►
772 realizes 773 as the blowup of 772 along T.
The above description is obtained by a series of lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. The maps
H3^H2,

H2-,HX,

R -, V x V

are all proper.
Proof. We will consider 773 —>772• The proofs for the other maps are analogous.
We use the valuative criterion for properness. Let W be a smooth curve and
p eW a closed point. Let U be the complement of p in §?. Let

h, h, h, hi, hi, In, 7i23c tfvxv
define a U valued point of 773 and let
I'\ , I'l ' 73 ' 7¡2 » 723 ' 7)23 C ¿%xK

define a W valued point of 772 such that the diagram

U -^—* H3

1
W -^—,

I
H2

commutes. We show that /' lifts to an extension of /. Thus we seek an ideal
7[3 c tf<gxv defining a flat family of length 2 subschemes, extending Ix3 and
satisfying

7í.7^c7{3c7ín72.
Let Zm^xK
be the subscheme defined by the ideal I[ • I'3 C <?&xv■ Since
Z —►
W is finite it follows by [H, Proposition 9.8] that there exists an ideal
7¡3 c cfz defining a flat family of length 2 subschemes extending 7)3. By
Lemma 1.1, 7¡3 necessarily satisfies the above "incidence" conditions.
completes the proof. G

This
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Lemma 2.2. R-?-, V x V is an isomorphism away from the diagonal.

Proof. The map is birational as it is an isomorphism on the "honest" locus, i.e.
on the open set where Ix is not equal to 72. Since the map

R\p~l(A)->

V x V\A

is proper and V x V is smooth it is enough to show that p is one to one as a
map of A:-points away from p~x (A). (For then the map is finite and birational.)
To this end suppose h , h, hi and Ix,Ii,I'x2 define distinct k -points of R.
Then Ix and 72 are (by length considerations) both equal to 712+ 7{2, i.e. this
fc-point is sent into the diagonal. G
Lemma 2.3. The inverse image of the diagonal in R is isomorphic to
Proof. The inverse image of the diagonal represents the functor, an
point of which consists of ideals I, J c cfSxV where 7 defines a
length 1 subschemes and J defines a family of length 2 subschemes

P(^v).
S valued
family of
and such

that
72c/c7.
Given an S point of this functor, the ideal 7 defines a section of S x V and

hence a map S -¿-* V. The bundle f*(Qv) is isomorphic to 7/72 and I/J
is a line bundle quotient. Conversely given a map S -¿-* V and a line bundle

quotient /*(£V) -» &, let 7 be the ideal sheaf of the graph of /, so that
f*(Qv) is isomorphic to 7/72. Then the kernel of the surjection 7/72 -» J?
is of form J/72 for an ideal J defining a flat family of length 2. This data
constitutes a point of the functor. This sets up an isomorphism of the inverse
image of the diagonal with P(!Jv). G

We say that a subscheme is locally principal if its ideal sheaf is locally generated by a single element (which might be a zero divisor).
Lemma 2.4. The inverse image of the diagonal in R is locally principal.
Proof. The inverse image of the diagonal is the zero scheme of the map of line
bundles on 7? which is the composition

h I hi c ¿W/7i2 -» &RxvlhThus it is a locally principal subscheme.

G

From Lemmas 2.2-2.4 it follows that R is smooth and irreducible, and the
inverse image of the diagonal is a Cartier divisor. Thus 7? —►
V x V factors
through V2. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 the factored map can have no exceptional
divisors and hence is an isomorphism. It follows that 77i is isomorphic to
V2XVV2.

Lemma 2.5. The map H2 —>77, is an isomorphism away from the inverse image

of Exi.
Proof. The map is birational, an isomorphism on the "honest" locus, where the
three ideals h, I2, 73 are distinct. Since the map is proper and 77] is smooth
it is enough to show that H2 -, Hx is one to one (as a map of ^-points) away
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from the inverse image of EX}. Suppose that

h, h, h, hi, hi, his>
h,h,h, hi, hi, I'm
define A:-points with the same image and assume that /123 ^ 7[23. Since
7i23 + 7{23c 7i2 n 723

this implies (by considering lengths) that 7,2 and 723 are equal and so the two
points map into 7i13.

G

Lemma 2.6. The inverse image of 7}13 is a locally principal subscheme of H2
and smooth and irreducible of dimension 3« - 1.

Proof. The inverse image represents the functor, an S valued point of which
consists of ideals
7i, 72, 7i2, 7i23 C <ÍW

satisfying the incidence relations
7, • 72 C 7,2 C h n 72 ,

A • 7i2 C 7123C 712.

This functor is represented by P(IX2/IX-Ix2) over EXi. We show that the sheaf
7i2/7i • 7i2 is locally free of rank n by checking its dimension at each stalk.
On the open set where Ix is not equal to 72 the sheaf is isomorphic to Ix/I\
which is locally free of rank n. At a point where Ix and 72 are equal we
may assume that in local coordinates 7! is (xx, x2, ... , xn) and that 72 is
(x2, x2, ... , xn). One checks immediately that the dimension of 7^/7! •7i2 is
n.
The inverse image is defined by the condition that IX2= In ■ Thus it is the
zero scheme of the map of line bundles

hi Ihn —>72/723
and hence locally principal.

G

As above these three results imply that the map 772—>77i lifts to an isomorphism of 772 with F3 and in particular imply that 772 is smooth and irreducible
of dimension 3« .
Lemma 2.7. / is isomorphic to the functor, an S valued point of which consists

of a map S —> V together with two sub line bundles and a rank two subbundle
of f*(^v) < such that each of the line bundles is a subbundle of the rank two

bundle.
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.3 and is omitted.
From the lemma it is clear that T is isomorphic to the incidence variety in
G2(3y) xv P(^y) xy Pffi) consisting of triples: a plane and two lines, with
the lines contained in the plane. This subvariety is isomorphic to the blowup
of P(Jy) xv P(Jy) along the diagonal.
We now show that the map 773 -, H2 realizes 773 as the blowup of 772
along T. We will make use of the following auxiliary functor. Let /z3 be the
functor from schemes to sets an S valued point of which consists of a collection
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of ideals h, h, h, hi, hi, hu C cfSxV defining an S valued point of 772
together with an ideal 7i3 ccfSxy satisfying the incidence relations
7l23 C 7i3 c h .
h3 is represented by a closed subscheme

77^*-»Hilbi(F)x3 x Hilb2(F)x3 x Hilb3(F).
There is a natural embedding 773■->773 realizing 773 as the subscheme defined
by the conditions 713 c 73 and 72 • 713 c 7!23.

Lemma 2.8. This embedding is an isomorphism on k-points.

Let
h , h, h, hi, 7i3, 723, 7i23C cfy
define a k-point of 773. We show that this defines a point of 773 by showing that
hi C h and that h'hi dmFor the first, either 713= Ix • 73 or Ix = 73. In
either case Ix-¡c 73. For the second, hi/hn
is a one dimensional vector space
supported at the point whose maximal ideal is I2 and hence is annihilated by
I2 . Thus I2 • 7i3 c 7,23 ■ G

We next show that 773 —►
772 realizes 773 as the blowup of 772 along T.
This will show in particular that 773 is smooth and irreducible, and hence, by
the above lemma necessarily equal to 773. We will make use of the following
results:
Lemma 2.9. Given an exact sequence of modules

L-,E^M^0
with L and E locally free of ranks 1 and 2 respectively there is an embedding of
¥(FX(M)) in F(M) and this is an isomorphism when the Fitting ideal FX(M)
is generated by a length 2 regular sequence.
Proof. The canonical map

7±->f\ E®L*
factors through M. It has image Fx(M) <g>
f\2 E ® L* and has kernel L (by the
Kozul complex) in case L in E is given locally by a regular sequence of length
2 (which is equivalent to the given condition on F| ). G

Observe that by the very definition 773 is isomorphic to
P(71/(71.73

+ 7123))

over 772. We have an exact sequence

(7i • 73 + 7123)/7,23-+ 7,/7123 -, h/(h ■h + hu) - 0.
Claim. The term on the left has stalks of dimension at most one.
Proof of Claim. We compute the dimension of the stalk at a fc-point of 772.
We consider only the case when the three ideals Ix, I2, 73 are equal. If 7i23 is
contained in 7p73 then of course the stalk is zero. Otherwise 7j23 is curvilinear,
and hence we may choose local coordinates xx, x2,... , xn for V so that 7123
is the ideal (x\, x2, ... , xn). One now checks immediately that the stalk is
one dimensional.
By the above exact sequence the first Fitting ideal FX(IX/(IX• 73 + 7123)) is
equal to F2(tf /(Ix • 73 + 7)23)) which by Lemma 1.1 is the ideal sheaf of the
inclusion scheme Ix - h c hn (see Definition 1 in §1).
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Lemma 2.10. The inclusion scheme of Ix • 73 in IXn (see Definition I) is T.

Proof. Let

h, h, h, hi, hi >hi, hn c tf$xv
define an S valued point of this inclusion scheme. We show that Ix = I2 = 73
and hence that it defines a point of T. I2 is the annihilator in tfSx v of 73/723.

One has
h • h C 7123c 723,
thus h is contained in 72 and so is necessarily equal to 72. Similarly h = I2,
which completes the proof. D

Since T is smooth and of codimension two in 772 it follows that the Fitting
ideal Fx(h/(h • 73+ 7i23)) is generated by a length 2 regular sequence and thus
that 773 is equal to the blowup of 772 along T2.
Remark. We have shown that H}(V) and H3(V) are equal when V is smooth
and irreducible. This implies that we have equality for arbitrary V.

Proof of Remark. Let X be any scheme, the question is local, so we may assume
X embeds in a smooth irreducible V. Then we have a fibre diagram (see the
remarks at the end of §1)

Hi(X) -►

H3(V)

I

i

Hi(X) -►

H3(V)

and the results follows. G
3. Comparison

with Schubert

space

Throughout the section let V be a fixed n + 1 dimensional vector space. We

identify P" with P(V).
Let s be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of ideals

h, h, h, hi, hi, hi, hn C cfsxv
defining an S valued point of 773(P") together with a rank 3 subbundle

E c V <g>
<fs
such that the ideal of the corresponding projective space bundle, P(E) c5xP",
satisfies Ip(E) C hn.
By Lemma 1.1 5 is represented by a closed subscheme

S <-, 773x G2
where G2 = G2(¥n). The scheme S is the inclusion scheme (Definition 1)
Inc//3X(?2(LV123xC72,773xJP(^)).

Theorem 3.1. S is isomorphic to S, the Schubert space of triangles in P" .
Proof. Since the formation of the inclusion scheme commutes with all pullbacks, the fibres of the projection S —»G2 are isomorphic to 773(P2) and thus
in particular S is smooth, connected, and proper of dimension 3«.
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We define a map S —►
S as follows: Let E c V <g>
tf-z be the universal rank
3 bundle on S. We have surjections of sheaves on 5xP"

@sx^)^&p(E)(\)^(&ihm,
^xP„(l)-^(£)(l)-(^/7,7)(l),
^(£)(2)-(^/7123)(2).
We claim that these remain surjections after applying /?*, where p is the

projection onto S, and hence yield subbundles

p,((<?/Ii)(l)rcEcV®<?~,
pt((cf 11^(1))* cEcN®cf-,
p,((cf/IXn)(2))* c sym2(7<)

on S. We will show that the map
sym2(£*)^p,((<?/7123)'(2))

is a surjection, the other maps are handled similarly. By familiar base change
theorems it is enough to establish the following:

Claim. If Z is a length 3 subscheme of P2 then the map Y(tfvi(2)) -, T(cfz)
is surjective.
Proof of Claim. If Z is not the subscheme of a line, then F(cfz(l))

is zero,

and thus the map T(/frz(l)) —>T((fz) is surjective (its kernel is zero, and both
terms are three dimensional vector spaces) which implies the result. Thus we

may assume Z is a subscheme of P1 and it is enough to show that Y(cfr\(2)) -»
T((fz) is surjective. The map is injective (Z cannot be a subscheme of a point)
and so is surjective since both terms are three dimensional.
G
These subbundles induce a map
S -, P(V)

xGlP(%)

xGlP(%)

xGl G2(%) xG2 G2{&) xG2 G2(%) xGl G3(sym2(L/))

which clearly factors through S.
We thus have a commutative diagram

S

-►

I
G2(Fn) -

S

I
G2(F")

with the induced map between the fibres over a particular point of G2 the
constructed map S(F2) -, S(P2). Of course S(V2) is equal to 773(P2). Le Barz
remarks in [L] that this map is an isomorphism (both spaces are smooth and the
map is proper and birational. On easily checks that the fibres are finite). This
can also be seen from our blowup description for 773(P2) which agrees with the
blowup description for S(P2) given in [Kl]. In any case this shows that S and
S are isomorphic and completes the proof. G
We now relate S(P") to 773(P"). We have the projection
senting the forgetful functor. We will realize this as a blowup.

S -^ 773 repre-
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Let / be the functor, an S valued point of which consists of ideals

h, h,h,

hi, hi, hn c &sxv

defining an S valued point of 773(P") together with a rank 2 subbundle F c
V <g>
if s such that the ideal sheaf of the corresponding projective space bundle
P(F) cSxP"
satisfies IP{F) c 7[23.
By Lemma 1.1, / is represented by a closed subscheme L(P") of 77;(P") x

Gx(¥").
The fibres of L —>Gx are isomorphic to /^(P1) and in particular L is
proper, connected and smooth of dimensions 2« + 1.

Lemma 3.2. L —>773 is an embedding.
Proof. Since the map is proper it is sufficient to show that the corresponding
map of functors is injective. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 the composition
of surjections on L x P" ,
â?LxVn(l)^C?P(F)(l)^(rf/IX2)(l)

induces subbundles
Pt((cf/IX2)(l))*cFcV®cfL

(p is the projection onto L). Since both are of rank 2 we conclude that

p.((cf/Ix2)(l))* = F.

D

L is the locus of triangles in 77(P") which are contained (scheme theoretically) in some line.

Theorem 3.3. S is the blowupof 773 along L.
Proof. Let L be the inverse image of L under n. An S valued point of L
consists

of an S valued

point of L given by ideals

h,h,

h, hi, hi, hn ccfsxv

and a rank 2 subbundle F c V <g>
if s plus a rank 3 subbundle E c V<g>ifs
satisfying

IP(E) C 7,23 •

Claim. Necessarily F is a subbundle of E.
Proof. In the proof of 3.2 we realized F as P*((if /Ix2)(l))* and in the proof
of 3.1 we showed that this was a subbundle of 7s. G
By the claim, L is isomorphic to VÇV/F) and thus in particular a smooth
irreducible Cartier divisor of S.

Claim. S\L —►
773\L is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let W be the open set §\L.

One shows as in the proof of Theorem

3.1 that the map
P.(^S)(l))-»/».((<*//l23)(l))
is surjective on W. This yields the equality of bundles on W,

E = pt((if/IXn)(l))*
and implies the result.

G

It now follows that S is the blowup of 7/3 along L.

G
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4. A SPACE OF UNORDERED TRIANGLES

Through this section we will work with a fixed smooth variety V which we
will often omit from the notation. The aim of this section is to prove

Theorem 4.1. The quotient of 773 by the symmetric group is isomorphic to the

blowupof Hilb3(K) along G2(Jy).
Denote this quotient by 773. The natural map of 773 to Hilb3 factors
through 773. We embed G2(3y) in Hilb3 as follows: An S valued point
of G2 is given by ideals 7, 7123c ifsxv defining families of length 1 and 3 and

satisfying I2 c hn c I.
(See the proof of Lemma 2.3.) Thus there is a natural map of G2 to Hilb3.
Lemma 4.2. This map is an embedding.
Proof. The map clearly gives an embedding on closed points, and so it is enough
to consider tangent vectors. A tangent vector to the product Hilbi x Hilb3 at
the point of G2 given by ideals I, Ix2i ccfy consists of two maps

/-*♦*//,

ImJ^if/Im

(see [H, Exercise 9.7]).

Claim. This defines a tangent vector to G2 if and only if the following two
conditions are satisfied:

(1) The diagram
7m -*2-+ (f/hn

I

I

7 —±-> cf/I
commutes. Here the vertical maps are the natural inclusion and surjection.
(2) 4>m(x • y) = <j)(y)+ y • <b(x) mod7i23 for x, ye 7.
The above description of the tangent space is due to Bill Fulton.
Proof of Claim. We may assume that V is Spec(^). Then the maps 4> and
<z>i23
induce families of subschemes of V parameterized by the dual numbers

with ideals
/, JmcA[e]/e2
defined as follows: J is the set of elements of form

x + (f>(x)• e for x £ I
and Ji23 is the set of elements of form
z + (j)Xn(z)• e for z £ Im
(again see [H, Exercise 9.7]). On easily checks that 7i23 is contained in / if
and only if condition (1) above is satisfied, and that J2 is contained in Jx23 if
and only if condition (2) is satisfied. This establishes the claim.
One may choose local coordinates xx, ... , xn for V so that
I = (Xx , . . . , Xn) ,

7i23 = (xx , XX • X2 , X2 , X-i , ... , xn).
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One checks easily that the conditions of the claim imply that </>i23determines
(j). Thus the map on tangent vectors is injective, which completes the proof. G

Denote by Hilb3 the blowup of Hilb3 along G2 . We show that

773M Hilb3
factors through Hilb3. For this (by the universal property of the quotient and
of the blowup) it is enough to show that the inverse image of G2 in 773 is
smooth of codimension 1. An 5 point of this inverse image is given by ideals

h,Iij,hii,I

cifsxv

where the 7,, hj, hn define families of length 1, 2 and 3 and satisfy the usual
relations, and 7 defines a family of length 1 and satisfies the relation 72 c
7i23C7.

Lemma 4.3. The above functor is the same as the functor, an S valued point of
which consists of ideals

I, hi, hi, hi, hn cSxV
satisfying the relations I2 c hn C hj c 7.
Proof. The two functors are easily seen to have the same set of closed points,
and so it is enough to check that they yield the same tangent vectors. The
argument is similar to that given in the lemma above and the reader will easily

supply the details. D
Observe that the functor of the lemma is represented by
P(V)xGlP(V)xG2P(V¿)

(see the proof of Lemma 2.3). In particular it follows that the inverse image of
G2 in 773 is smooth and of codimension one, and that the inverse image in i/3
(its quotient by S3) is 7J(sym3)(^')). Thus / factors to give a map

773-, HÎÏb3.
The map is clearly birational. It is proper by an argument similar to that
of Lemma 2.1 and hence surjective. Also one checks easily that it is settheoretically finite away from the inverse images of G2 (in fact set-theoretically
finite away from the inverse images of G2 (in fact set-theoretically an isomorphism). Finally, it is finite on the inverse image of G2 since on fibers over G2
it is a surjective map of P3 to itself. Thus it is finite and birational and hence,
since the image is smooth, an isomorphism.

5. Triangles

in a family of reduced

divisors

Throughout this section V denotes a smooth « dimensional variety.
Let 2> •—>
X x V be a flat family of reduced Cartier divisors parameterized
by X. In this section we prove that the collection of triangle spaces 773(.Sx)
(as x runs over X) form a flat family of codimension three Cohen-Macaulay

subschemes of 773(F).
Form the inclusion scheme (Definition 1)

\ncmv)xX(UmxX,Hi(V)x3!).
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We will refer to this space as H3(2¡ /X). It has a natural projection to X and
since the formation of the inclusion scheme commutes with all base extensions it
follows that the fibre of this projection over a closed point x is the subscheme
lncHi(V)(UXn, H3(V) x 3¡x) of 773(K) which is isomorphic to Hjfßx) (see
remarks at the end of §1). Our objective is to prove that H^(2f ¡X) is flat over
X. We begin with a general observation.
Let %, F «-»B xV be two flat families of subschemes of V parameterized
by a scheme B. Assume &? is a family of Cartier divisors and F is a family
of length n subschemes. There is a canonical section

0F^,0F®

0(g)

which induces a section
0B-±,K*(0F®0(%))

where n is the projection onto the first factor.

Lemma 5.1. The zero scheme of s is the inclusion scheme \ncß(F, g).
Proof. Let Y —►Ti be a morphism. Define g and n' by the fibre diagram

f*(F) —8-^ F

Y —-—> B
It is clear that f*(F) factors through f*(%) if and only if g*(s) is zero. g*(s)
is zero if and only if n't(g*(s)) is zero. Since n is finite

K(g*(s)) = f*(7t,(s)) = f*(s).
Thus f*(F) factors through /*(!?)
scheme of s . G

if and only if / factors through the zero

By the lemma (with B = H3(V) x X , F = UXn x X and W = H3(V) x 2)
Hi(3!/X)^

H3(V) xX

is the zero scheme of the canonical section
0hav)xx

-^ n,(0UmxX^0(H3(V)

x 9S)).

The zero scheme of the restriction of 5 to the fibre over x is then the fibre
of Ht,(3¡/X), which is H3(2¡x). We wish to show that s is a regular section,
that its restriction to each fibre is regular, and that its zero scheme is flat over
X. By the local criterion of flatness (see [M, Corollary 1, p. 151]) it is enough
to establish that the restriction of s to each fibre is regular, and for this, since
Hi(V) is smooth, it is enough to count dimensions.
Lemma 5.2. If D is a reduced Cartier divisor of a smooth n dimensional variety

V then the dimension of 773(7)) is at most 3 • n - 3.
Proof. This is a simple dimension count. Let C be an irreducible subvariety of
773(7)). We bound the dimension of C by considering the various possibilities
for the length 3 subscheme of its generic point. If it is supported at three
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distinct points, then C has dimension at most 3 • (n - 1). If it is supported
at two points of D, with the "double point" a smooth point of D then C has
dimension at most 3 • n - 4 (we have 2 • n - 2 dimensions for the points, and
n - 2 dimensions for a tangent vector at the double point). If it is supported
at two points, with the double point a singular point of D, then its dimension
is at most 3 • n - 4 (we have n - 2 dimensions for the singular point, n - 1
for the other point, and n - 1 for a tangent vector at the singular point). If it
is supported at one smooth point of D then its dimension is at most 3 • n - 4.
Finally if it is supported at one singular point of D then its dimension is at
most 3 • (n - 1) because this is the dimension of the locus in 773(K) supported
at singular points of D. G

We have thus established
Theorem 5.3. If 3 <-, X xV is aflat family of reduced Cartier divisors then the

family H3(2 /X) <-»773(K)x X is regularlyembeddedand flat over X. Its fibre
over a point x of X is H3(2X) and each of these fibres is a regularly embedded
codimension three subscheme of H$(V).
Remark. By a similar dimension count as that used in the lemma, one can show
that 773(7J>)is integral and hence equal to 77(D) when D is normal.
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